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1. May Competition
The May partial jugsaw competition with an HMS Sheffield themed grid by
Sirius and clued by Puck was won by Robert Boot of Ealing.
Excellent solving!
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What a treat - a partial jigsaw. After solving a few clues at random I reached
a sticking point. The central and bottom slices of the puzzle looked to be
potentially fertile areas to tackle with 3 fixed answers in both. The central
one conceded first with REEDY, CHAFF and DRILL and a number of the
previously random solutions slotted in and the central slice was complete.
Good progress but not much in the way of identifying the anniversary nor
with the snakes. The snake clues seemed quite a bit tougher but eventually
I made progress with FALKLANDS and EXOCET and the cross clues of the
bottom slice. FALKLANDS now fitted in. Thence to SHEFFIELD and
DESTROYER and the anniversary was evident and jigsaw resolved. I had a
lot of trouble with SUPER ETENDARDS having never heard of them. All in
all really enjoyable. Thank you to Rufus and of course your good self. AG
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Grid by
Sirius
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This partial jigsaw noted the
35th anniversary of HMS
Sheffield being struck by an
exocet missile fired from an
Argentinian Super Etendard in
The Falklands War,
May 10 1982.
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This was delightful so thank you to you and Roger.
At one stage I thought I had gone terribly wrong with my entries but it
all worked out in the end. I just wasn't sure whether my SORTS (clue
20) should go up or down - it takes all sorts. JBu
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Feedback included:
What a clever and inventive change! Really enjoyed piecing everything
together. More please. And if there were 28 clues and each started with a
different letter … there's a challenge!! PA
I suppose you may get some complaints that this is not an appropriate
theme for a crossword, but not from me. It's good to remember this unhappy
piece of history. AHH
In haste to catch post. Love the jigsaw idea. Not sure about the theme?! JR
Quite tricky fitting rather easier answers which was very enjoyable. PC
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Sirius photograph:
Abandoned boat
Dell Quay, Chichester

Much to my surprise, and contrary to my usual last-minute habits, I was able to
finish the May puzzle early! Now on to June...

Early onn assumed Belgrano sinking but … clues blocked that. I think you were
generous with fixed clues as the rest became relatively easy to fit in. See two
directions for SORTS unless I have missed something. The planes were the only
This was such a clever and elegant little puzzle, classic Rufus, and brought me back thing I had to check. DM
to the battleships games I used to play and get such a kick out of as a child, before
the reality of war first dawned (I think around the time of the Falklands war). Lets Gosh, it seems like only yesterday that I was at home with a 6 month-old baby in
please not go back to that, although things are not looking good around the world.
1982 during the Falklands war. Well, he has his 36th birthday this year so I guess
MS
it's the 35th anniversary of the war! Thanks for another enjoyable puzzle, even if
entering answers on the grid was a little more challenging than usual. JBr
A gentle Rufus that fitted together nicely. Most enjoyable! JP
I hadn't even glanced at this one till yesterday morning - so when I found it
Thanks for an enjoyable puzzle. It's frightening to think that it was 35 years ago,
was a partial jigsaw I was over the moon.
and a sad reminder of the casualties. DH
You know how I love a jigsaw. Couldn't put it down till it was done (Sunday
lunch was a little bit late as a result)
What fun! A juigsaw in a crossword. And all in 3D! I loved it. JJ
I had a fair sprinkling of answers on the first pass - on the calendar, but not
Here is my solution to Rufus' (and your) cute little puzzle noting the 35th
in the grid - before I concentrated on the 8 answers with given positions and
anniversary of the Falklands invasion.
put what I had in the grid to find that they were all Across (or Back)
horizontal answers. Indeed 8 or the 9 possible "horizontal" lights.
I didn't remember the Super étendards so had quite a tussle reappraising spurred a
So we end up with a smattering of letters in the "unclued" lights.
tensed even after removing the super structure. MC
Trouble with those is they could be Down or Up, or Away or To.
For instance for some time I had a possible 4 Down S_C_P which I was
Quite tricky in places and I was glad to have the 5-letter acrosses to get a start AW
scratching my head over till I realised it was 18 Up P_C_S PECKS (one of
the last answers in)
I enjoyed this one, fitting there solutions into the grid became a lot easier
The very much last answer written in was SORTS because it could go in
when I stopped mixing up 'back' and 'towards'. GB
Down or Up, but then I realised there was no clue number to support an Up
answer so have allocated it as 10 Down.
I'm not entirely sure I've identified the subject correctly .... I assume it isn't
The first jigsaw answer I put in was HOT AIR. That was quite early on
the whole Falklands War, and the thematic words all seem to have that one before I'd grasped the theme. The number 5 lurking in a "intermediate" cell
attack, on HMS Sheffield, in common. And it was in May.
told me it must be the start of one of the 2 6-letter snakes and I had solved
I liked the extra change this month, of providing only a few directions. Made SHORE and PERON so took a punt and pencilled it in as (5Ac-2, 6D).
it a bit more challenging, and made what could have been a simple puzzle
nice and fruity.
Toughest clue was definitely SUPER ETENDARDS which needed all the
crossing letters to help, and I'm very much old enough to remember them
Very impressed that so many thematic words were fitted into this simple grid. HE from the news of the time.
Is it really 35 years since the Falklands? Managed to sort out what went where
without too much bother.
As navy men call torpedos Fish, someone with a classical education had the happy
thought of naming a flying torpedo Exocet, from the latin name for a flying fish Exocoetus! PD

Congratulations on filling a tight 5x5x5 grid and getting so many themed
answers in.
I tried to build a 5x5x5 grid on the occasions when I have attempted to
create a 3D grid and failed, dissatisfied every time. So I know how hard it is.
AJR

A melancholy anniversary. I coldn't remember super etendards. Thanks for
the grid numbers which resolved the SORTS ambiguity. N&SI
Really enjoyed this challenge, the snakes' addition gave it an additional edge!SF
A challenging theme for me but I learned a lot of history. The jigsaw element was
an added but fun challenge. JT
Brilliant grid. It took ages to work out how to "apply" the snakes. Really inspired.
Thanks for the challenge to Sirius and Rufus. REB
Total foxed! Tried everything but can't work out 14ac and 6d. Well done! RE
Thanks once again for an entertaining puzzle with some novel variations.
Rufus is one of our favourite setters. T&CH
A crossword and wordfit combined – fun HB
Once I discovered the theme, I was interested to read more details of the Falklands
conflict than I must have done at the time - at least I feel better informed now! The
instructions for the grid bewildered me (as most things do), but hope I cracked it in
the end! DS

A very “neat” offering this month from Rufus and nothing less than one would
expect from him – we are certainly enjoying a high quality year. What I especially
liked was making a feature of the snakes, which meant they were better integrated
into the puzzle as a whole and into the grid. The jigsaw element also worked well
and was not too demanding. Very sound and concise clueing throughout – altogether
a pleasure for this solver. KMc
I enjoyed this one. I do like a puzzle where you have to fit the answers in (although
it makes it trickier to fill in the answer grid at the end because you have to find
where you put things). Spent ages on 'Super Etendards' which I'd have got in five
minutes when I was twelve, due to being a massive fan of fighter aircraft. MN
I found this one particularly tough - the Falklands war happened right as I
was starting high school and I have very dim memories of it. I hope I've
managed to slot the thematic bits in correctly.
I tried to send this yesterday but the website wouldn't let me download the
answer grid and the one on the calendar was very much covered in
scribbles, so sorry about being a little late. GH

Here are my answers to May's crossword. Hope it's ok.
There was one clue that I think can go in in either direction – “sorts”. I know
that probably means I've got the entire grid wrong and should start putting
them in again, but I thought I may as well send it in anyway seeing as it's
Excellent grid construction inview of some of the more difficult words. It's hard to nearly midnight, and the novelty of getting my entry in on time is worth it
believe that 35 years have gone by since these events took place. Thanks Rufus! EL even if the answers are all in the wrong places.
Thanks very much, TC
As the Spring rain – refreshing and gentle. Thanks! ET
I have just managed to get this done in time, as I'd forgotten many of the details of
the Falkland War. (In fact, I needed to look up what the 35th anniversary referred to
before I could get started!)
Rufus did very well to pack so much thematic material into such a small grid, the
way in which the snakes were described made it clear enough to find what needed to
be done but without giving too much away.PM

2. Clues Explanations

HMS Sheffield was hit by an exocet missile fired from a Super Etendard May
10th 1982 in the Falklands War with the loss of the ship and twenty men.
Exocet’ entered the English language. This puzzle was set as a partial
jigsaw.

SOLUTION
CHAFF
DECOY

1
2

DESTROYER
DRILL
ELFIN

3
4
5

EXITS
EXOCET

6
7

Suggested change done
EXOCET
FALKLANDS

7
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HOT AIR
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Direction Clue Enumeration
1, 4, 13,14, 15, 17, 19, 20

Explanation

14ac Teasing banter that foils the enemy (5)

2 meanings
CD (Cryptic Definition)

11aw Order ‘Code-Y’ that might have saved 16 from
22’s 7 (5)
1aw,8d Sea-going vandal (9) SNAKE
11ac Not only servicemen may be bored by it (5)
7d Spritely – that’s the Spanish and French
conclusion (5)
2d Goes out of play (5)
2aw,9ac-2 With coexistence since abandoned,
missile may be used (6) SNAKE
2aw,9ac-2 Missile deployed since regrettably
abandoning coexistence (6)
Missile deployed since abandoning coexistence (6)
3d,17aw Dependency on Argentina? On the contrary
(9) SNAKE
5ac-2,6d Empty talk over the Sahara? (3,3) SNAKE

INANE
LIFER
PECKS
PERON

10
11
12
13

Changed to
REEDY
RIDES

12aw Being stupid, I upset Anne (5)
13aw One unable to serve any longer (5)
18up How a bird consumes a lot of grain (5)
18ac Argentina’s dictator became powerful by getting
on (5)
By working becomes musical dictator’ (5)

14
15

15ba Some agreed, yet in a shrilly tone (5)
19ac Travels with Rex on a fatal date (5)

CD
CD
El + fin
CD
Anag. (of “coexistence” minus “since”)
[(COEXisTEnce0 – (since)*]*
UK Dependency off Argentina
2 meanings
Anag. I - nane
CD
2 meanings
Per + on
Hidden (agREED Yet)
R + Ides

SHORE
SIDED
SISAL
SORTS
STEER
SUPER ETENDARDS

17
18
19
20
21
22

STEER
SUPER ETENDARDS

20
21

SURFS
S–R-S

22

4ac She goes round the Gold Coast (5)
16up Took the part of another (5)
16ac Maker of ropes and sails (5)
10d People are unhappy when out of these orders (5)
10ba Cattle drive (5)
16aw,9d,20to The gift of French fighters spurred a
tensed reappraisal (5,9) SNAKE
10ba Cattle drive (5)
16aw,9d,20to The gift of French fighters spurred a
tensed reappraisal (5,9) SNAKE
10d People are unhappy when out of these orders (5)

Sh - or - e
CD
Anag.

2 meanings
Anag
(out of) SORTS

3. June Extra Puzzle
The June Extra will be posted on the website mid-June. The puzzle is
based on an incredible grid by Pickles who for the first time in our 3D
series has compiled the clues. Puck was very kind to test the original
puzzle.

Finally, thank you for supporting our project to help youngsters in need.
Best wishes

Eric Westbrook

Registered Blind RNIB Member & Public Speaker
3D Crossword Designer Sirius

